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Farmed Caviar from Iran

Harvesting the

authentic taste of Wild Caviar

Since 1998, the sturgeon has been listed as an endangered species by the Washington Convention.
The sturgeon risks extinction due to excessive poaching and pollution and their survival is endangered.
With the depletion of wild sturgeon in mind, Gourmet House will be the first to produce Caviar from its
own farm, located in Iran.

The Gourmet House Caviar farm uses an innovative technique:
AQUACULTURE, which makes it possible for sturgeon to be born in captivity
and not only contributes to the protection of the sturgeon, but also has an
advantage in terms of competition.
Gourmet House succeeds in making its own Caviar, a difficult technological task,
but a very exciting and unique one too.
Gourmet House produces the finest quality of farmed Caviar.
For years now, Gourmet House has been breeding sturgeon in the most
advanced facilities, designed and built in accordance with a closed circuit,
re-circulating technology.
The facilities are composed of self-sufficient indoor units equipped with
sophisticated water treatment hardware. The water in the system undergoes
several stages of treatment that include mechanical filtration, aeration and
disinfection. This approach guarantees complete isolation from harmful
environmental factors such as pollution and infection.
When making our Caviar, we follow traditional methods and recipes that have
been applied to processing sturgeon roe for centuries. We guarantee the
highest quality, availability and palatability of the final product.
The farmed Caviar offers the most genuine and natural taste, also boasting an
outstanding texture of large and firm grain in an attractive color.
The Caviar is submitted to high quality control, whereby, every batch of product
obtained from every single fish, is individually tested and underlies an analysis of
several vital properties. This includes different controls such as the inspection of
the integrity of the grain, the overall texture and appearance as well as compliance
with hygiene standards.
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Farmed Caviar fro
o m China
Harvesting the finest Caviar

Tianxia - Gourmet House in China
Leading in the world wide Caviar production, Gourmet House and
Tianxia operate the Farm in China, producing sturgeon meat and
sturgeon delicacies by combining ecology and economy lucratively.
Located in the small province of Hubei, the farm supplies the
national market and the neighboring regions of Shanghai, Wuhan,
Hong Kong & Macau.
Together, Tianxia and Gourmet House, have the largest wild
sturgeon stock with 7 bases consisting of 35,000 matured fish.
We have a record production of over 20 million “standard larvae”
each year.
The farm is well known for using high standards of aquaculture
technology that processes caviar economically and efficiently. This
ensures environmentally safe operating sequences and conditions,
correct biological farming as well as the sustainment of the
sturgeon species.
Gourmet House has also set up the largest ‘covered’ aquaculture
plant, approximately 10.000 tons, for the breeding of sturgeon.
At present, we have different varieties of sturgeon species at the
Chinese caviar farm, which produces the best Caviar in the world,
amounting to almost 35.000 fish, varying in age between 5 and 15
years of age.
Our Species include:
• Huso Dauricus
• Acipenser Gueldenstaedtii
• Acipenser Schrenckii
• Acipenser Baerii
• Hybrid
Tianxia and Gourmet House export the finest and freshest farmed
caviar all over the world.
We are certified ISO 22000-2005, HACCP, FDA and EU approved for
entry into the US and European markets.
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The Art of Process ing

For Gourmet House the high quality and

hygienic standard of its products plays a very crucial role – from the initial stage of fishing to the final stage of packaging

The traditional and professional method of savouring and tasting the Caviar...
Being Guardians of the tradition, our Caviar is processed by one of the world wide most famous
Caviar Master from Iran, according to an old Persian recipe.

The Fishing Process
The main fishing season is in the spring and the autumn. The end product at
Gourmet House results from strenuous efforts: the fishing nets are dropped
during the night out in the lakes.
The size of these mesh nets varies according to the season, region and type of
sturgeon being caught. The men on board the fishing boats never carry more than
two or three fish at once. They quickly lay them down on their backs to avoid any
squashing of the eggs and then bring the sturgeon to the fishery.

At the Fishery
At the fishery, the sturgeon are washed and scrubbed with fresh water. Then the
Caviar Processor cuts the abdomen from tail to head, taking great care not to
damage the eggs which are removed together with the membrane. The Caviar
Processor will sort the sturgeon roe, determining the variety and grade, according
to size and colour, judging the condition of the whole roe in terms of its maturity.
The eggs are then rubbed gently through a large mesh sieve, to allow the eggs to
pass through and leave the membrane behind. The eggs are washed in cold water.
After passing this quality control procedure the caviar is lead through one of the
most delicate operations: the salting.
The exact quantity of salt will depend on the eggs quality, maturity and the actual
salt content required. Delicately, the caviar is filled in a round tin of 1.8 kg.
The lids are sealed by a press that expels any surplus oil and salt. A wide rubber
band is placed around the tin. The tin is then wiped clean and labeled.
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NOTRE PRODUIT
Notre vodka est issue à 100% de blés d’hiver entiers français, récoltés principalement dans le nord
de la France. Les principales variétés sont: RUBISKO, TRAPEZ, LEAR, BERGAMO. Nous réalisons 5
distillations sur colonnes afin d’obtenir une vodka délicate et raffinée. Puis nous réduisons le degré
par un ajout d’eau naturellement fitrée à Pons sur les roches calcaires de la région des Charentes.
Enfin, notre vodka n’est pas filtrée afin de préserver son caractère et de préserver le goût des céréales. Notre attachement à sélectionner rigoureusement nos matières premières ainsi que la maîtrise des process de nos Maîtres-distillateurs permettent d’apporter rondeur et finesse à notre vodka.
Au nez: notre vodka est d’une incroyable finesse et présente de délicates notes d’agrumes et de
vanille.
En bouche: elle se révèle d’une rondeur incomparable et se prolonge sur une note finale d’orange
douce et sucrée.

OUR PRODUCT
Our vodka is whole made from 100% French winter wheats, harvested mainly in the north of France.
The main varieties are: RUBISKO, TRAPEZ, LEAR, BERGAMO. We carry out 5 distillations on columns
to obtain a delicate and refined vodka. Then we reduce the degree adding naturally filtered water in
Pons on the limestone rocks from Charentes. Finally, our vodka is not filtered to preserve its personality
and its taste of grains. We take special care to bring roundness and delicacy to our vodka through a fine
selection of our raw materials and mastery of processes thanks to the Master Distillers we are.
On the nose: our vodka is incredibly delicate and has subtle notes of citrus and vanilla.
In the mouth: it reveals an incomparable roundness and extends on a final sweet note and sweet orange.

Deliciously

Caviar is thee best
b
ingredient to add an impressive touch to all your dishes

Gourmet House recommends the follo
o wing
w
recipes to celebrate this unique delicacy with your guests

Blinis topped with smoked salmon fillet
and caviar, subtle luxury!

This is a very simple dish, however, it is very exceptional. The combination of
mashed potato, blinis, and capers topped with caviar is quite sublime. This recipe
makes a rich and rather sinful starter or a light supper dish!
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The Art of Process ing

At the Gourmet House factory in dubai,

the caviar is stored and
d packaged
p
- to order in accordance with the highest standards

As the plant operates in accordance with the advanced and well developed HACCP
protocols, the labeling of all products is carried out in accordance with the regulations of CITES, with details including the sturgeon’s name, origin, year of its
harvest, production date, expiry date and the CITES number printed on the back
of the GOURMET HOUSE caviar tins.
We are certified ISO 22000-2005, HACCP, FDA and EU approved
for entry into the US and European markets.
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The Art of Process
SAFFRON

the caviar is stored and p

CITES

CONVENTION

ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN ENDANGERED

SPECIES OF WILD FAUNA AN FLORA

With the preservation of the remaining stock of endangered
species of wild fauna and flora being the main goal of this
organization CITES has 144 active members at present and
undertakes the initiative to achieve specific and appropriate
mechanisms for trade in endangered species of wild animals
and plants amongst its members’ countries.
As per agreement between all the members, three appendixes
are attached to this convention, in which each species of
wild fauna and flora is included according to the extent and
intensity of the damage already imposed on the population
and stock.
The Islamic Republic of Iran, as an active member of the
CITES organization, has always paid great attention to the
preservation of the existing stock of endangered species,
hereby attempting to save them from extinction.

A beautifully fragrant and earthly spice, Gourmet House
Caviar’s Saffron brightens and enhances the flavor of each
and every dish it touches. A worldly and exquisite delicacy,
one single thread provides exceptional taste.
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Delicacies

Our unrivalled passion f

product range. Gourmet House, offers you the best quality of Caviar, Saffron, s

We always choose the best of our delicacies and we
have no doubt that we can satisfy all the demands of
the most discerning customer.

Beluga Iran

Imperial Gold

Beluga Kaluga

White Sturgeon
Italy

30gr 144.00€
50gr 240.00€
125gr 600.00€
250gr 1200.00€

30gr 78.00€
50gr 130.00€
125gr 325.00€
250gr 650.00€

Russian Oscietra
30gr 39.00€
50gr 65.00€
125gr 162.50€
250gr 325.00€
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30gr 33.00€
50gr 55.00€
125gr 137.50€
250gr 275.00€

30gr 30.00€
50gr 55.00€
125gr 137.50€
250gr 275.00€

Royal Baeri
30gr 30.00€
50gr 50.00€
125gr 125.00€
250gr 250.00€

409, avenue Honoré Ravelli
06580 Pegomas
T. +33 (0)6 30 23 97 74
F. +33 (0)4 97 05 05 42
sales@crys-delivery.com
www.crys-delivery.com

